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Lead Generation Project Awarded to Telemarketing Agency in Surrey Thanks
to Marketing Quotes

A design agency in Dartford contacted Marketing Quotes as they needed help with their new
business drive. They have awarded the lead generation and telemarketing project to a
telemarketing agency in Surrey after getting quotes and advice from telemarketing agencies
recommended by Marketing Quotes.

Basingstoke, UK (PRWEB UK) 6 March 2012 -- Telemarketing is a popular area for businesses to utilise in the
design and marketing world. One design agency in Darford contacted Marketing Quotes recently requesting
help in finding a suitable telemarketing agency to help with their lead generation work. After receiving several
proposals and quotes from telemarketing companies, the design agency chose a small telemarketing company in
Surrey due to their professional approach and the fact they can provide a more hands on service (as they are
small).

A source from the design agency commented, 'We were grateful to Marketing Quotes, their service allowed us
to get quotes quickly and allowed us to select the agency we wanted to work with. We did get a few quotes in,
but one agency in particular stood out as they were small and able to give a more responsive service rather than
a big call center where we are just one of hundreds of clients.'

As telemarketing can be done at a distance, it is not essential that clients do choose a local telemarketing
company; however, it does make life easier if they are just down the road for review meetings and face to face
updates as and when.

Anne Richards (who works with Marketing Quotes) added, 'Everyone has their own reasons for selecting
marketing agencies; it could be price, the experience of the agency or the sales approach. We are just pleased
the client was able to find an agency they liked the look of and do hope that the telemarketing agency can
deliver a really good service that will bring them loads of business.'

Telemarketing is a popular area for lead generation due to speed it has to generate results, many businesses find
that after a few days, results can be coming in, which is quicker than many other forms of marketing available.

About Marketing Quotes - Marketing Quotes is a free service to UK businesses to help get free advice and
quotes from local telemarketing companies
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Contact Information
David Blackburn
Marketing Quotes
http://www.marketingquotes.co.uk
08452249061

David Blackburn
Marketing Quotes
http://www.marketingquotes.co.uk

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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